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The Divine Mother Creatrix of all Life
“She who has no name.” This Divine Mother is the origin of all life. Remember and be invited to 
step into the ineffable mystery of her warm black womb. This silent space is the source of ALL 
immaculate conceptions, including your soul. (Description based of the book The Sofia Code  by 
Kaia Ra)

In this stillness, the breath of the Divine Mother breathed the breath of life into you. In this stillness 
the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine were encoded into your souls blueprint to create balance, 
integrity and wholeness. In her ineffable wisdom we were given free will to play out our divinity and 
to create whatever experiences we desire. In her loving wisdom, she never desired for us to create 
disease, fear, greed, death, or hate. These came from our earthly bodies. These came from separating 
ourselves from her divine plan for our lives. These creations are not her own, yet they are because 
we are one with her. We are all from this one source of Divine warm black womb of all creation. 
Every seed, soul, solar system and being was birthed through this same no-thing. 

The Divine Feminine is not separate from us, just as the Divine Mother is not separate from us.  
Wherever we go there she goes to. Allow for the longing to be reconnected with the Divine Mother 
to heal our inner child, that has been lost and separated from her for millennia. It is time to step back 
into her ever folding arms of grace and love. To step back into our wholeness and balance the duality 
within us. 

Knowing the traits of the Divine Feminine are extremely helpful so we can also know the shadow 
aspects of these as well.
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How often to the Divine Feminine qualities express themselves in your life on a scale from 1-10? 
How often do these qualities come into play in your life? 

Intuitive

Heart- Centered

Compassionate

Wise

Accepting

Forgiving

Collaborative

Reflective

Creative
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Sensual

Kind

Gentle

Trusting

What aspects of the divine feminine have been wounded to the point that you have built up a shield 
towards putting these qualities back on? 

There is so often a wounding that happens that then only sets the shadow aspects of the divine 
feminine out. Lets go through a time line therapy and collect these wounded parts of us to allow our 
divine feminine to be set free! 

The Divine Feminine Potion and Black Kyanite, moonstone, and chalcedony are available from 
magicalmothering.com/chakrabox.
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